1. Introduction. Let K be the linear space of all entire functions of exponential type, and let S be the linear space of all sequences {b"} of complex numbers satisfying lim sup|b"\iln< oo. Let T:X-»S be a linear transformation. Then these two problems are of interest.
tained in G if and only if fc(0,Gj) ^ k(9,G) for all 9. Pólya [7] proved the important result that for / in K, h(8,f) = fe( -0,D(/)). For any connected set G in the plane, let X[G] denote the set of all functions / in K such that D(f) £ G. In case G is a rectangle {x + iy\ \x\ S a, \y\ ^ c}, we denote K\G\ by K[a,c\.
The linear transformations T :K-*S dealt with will be those given by sequences {:£?"} of linear functional having a representation 
g., the Taylor functionals (W(Ç) = Ç) and the Newton functionals (W(Ç) = é -Y).
Certain sets associated with the function W(Q will be used. Let W be regular and univalent on an open, connected set Î2Ç containing the origin. Let the image of Qç under w = W{Ç) be Qw and let Q* be the star of Qw; i.e., £î* = {w\Xw s Qw for all À such that 0^ X ^ 1}. Let Q* s fic be the image of Q* under £ = #(w), the inverse of W((). The largest disk, |w|<p0, contained in Í2W will be denoted by Aw and its image under Ç = g(w) by A{. Associated with a sequence {b"} in S is a function defined by Hb"z" and its analytic continuation. This will be denoted by b(z). A' will denote the complement of A, and Í/A the image of A under the map S = 1/í. This notation follows that of Boas and Buck [1] . Summations without limits shown indicate sums from 0 to oo.
3. Main theorem. For a linear transformation T given by a sequence of linear functionals {=Sf"} having a representation 2.2, Buck [3] gave a necessary condition for a sequence {b"} to be admissible for Tand a class K[CJ £ £[p*] of functions. The main theorem of this paper is that if Cç is a convex set containing the origin, then the condition is also sufficient. Hm sup log/(r<?' ) ^ maxáf(C«").
or ä(0,/) ^ /c(-ö,r). Therefore k(6,D(f)) ^ K6,T); so D(/) is contained in the convex hull of T which is contained in Cç since C{ is convex. Therefore/e X[CJ.
Q.E.D. 4. Application to specific transformations. In this section, the main theorem is applied to the linear transformations given by the sequences of generalized difference functionals, Abel functionals, and generalized Newton functionals.
A. Generalized difference functionals. These functionals are given by -£?"(/) = A"/(y?/j)= T,nk=o(-iy+kCn,J(ßn + k). The generating functions are g"(Q = eíní(ec-1)"; so W(Q = é^ié -1). Uniqueness results have been given only for ß ^ 0 and ß = -1/2; so we shall give admissibility results only for these values of ß. Results for other values will be given in a later paper. For ß > 0, Buck [2] showed that fiç can be taken as the region containing the origin and bounded by the curve x = log (sin ßy) -log(sin(/? 4-l)y) where £ = x + iy. The set £2W is the w plane cut from w0 = -ßß(ß + 1)_(P+1) to -oo along the negative real axis. From Theorem 3.1, we have This result was obtained earlier by Buck [4] . For these functionals, the set Aç is the set containing the origin and bounded by the curve x = log (2cosy) and Aw is the disk |w| < 1 [2] . Using the result that the interpolation series ZCZ " A"/(0), where Cz n = z(z -1) ••• (z -n + l)/n!, converges to/for any/eK [Aç] and Corollary 3.2, we obtain If ß = -1/2, the functionals are called Stirling functionals. In this case, i!? can again be taken as the strip |y| < n and then Qw is the w-plane cut from 2i to /oo and from -2i to -ico along the imaginary axis. Then A{ is the region consisting of all Ç satisfying |sinh£/2| < 1[2]. In a similar way, using Corollary 4.3, it can be proved that for A sufficiently large, {bn} is admissible for T = {^A} and K\a,c\,c < n/2. C. Abel functionals. These functionals are' given by .£?"(/) =/(n)(n); so W(Q = I.e. The set fi? can be taken as the region containing the origin and bounded by the curve p = {n -|</>|) csc|<£| where £ = pe1'1' [2]. This curve opens to the right, cuts the real axis at -1, and has the lines y= ±it, as asymptotes.
Then Q.w is the w-plane cut from -e_1 to -co. The set Aw is the disk \w\ < e~l and At is the convex set determined by |£e1+i| < 1. 5. Further admissibility results. The proof of the main theorem depended on the fact that the generating functions g" of the functionals were of the form W for some function W. In certain cases, the generating functions of a transformation may not be of this form but the present methods still apply. We give two examples-the Newton-Gauss transformation given by &2n{f) = A2"/(-n) and y2n+i(f) = A2"+1/( -n), and the Lidstone transformation given by £?2n(f) =/(2n)(0)and^'2n+1(/)=/(2")(l).
The method used follows that of Buck Because of the nonconvexity of £2Ç for the Lidstone functionals, we were able to give only a necessary condition that a sequence {b"} be admissible for {^C"} and K[Í2J. To give a necessary and sufficient condition, the class of functions X[CC] must be restricted to convex sets Cç which are symmetric with respect to the origin. We take Cç to be a strip whose boundary consists of two parallel lines of slope m passing through ni and -ni, respectively. 6. Convergence and summability of series. Certain cases of convergence or summability of a series Hb"p"(z) can be studied by the methods of this paper. If for a given sequence {áC"} of linear functionals having a representation 2.2, there is an associated interpolation series Ti-¡C"(f)p"(z), Gelfond [6] showed that if/e X[AÇ], then its interpolation series converges for all z, and Buck [2] showed that if /eK[û*], the series is Mittag-Leffler summable for all z. If for a given sequence {pn} of functions, and a given class C £ K of functions, Eb"pn(z) is summable by some specified method for all z to a function / in C, then {b"} will be said to be admissible for {pn} and C. The question of admissibility defined in this way is complicated by the fact that there may be multiple expansions of a function. That is, there may be a sequence {h"} with not all h" = 0 such that Hhnp"(z) = 0. Then if /(z) = Jlb"p"(z), it is also true that /(z) = Z(fc"+M/i")^"(z) for every complex number M. Thus, there are infinitely many sequences {c"} all of which are admissible for {p"(z)} and the one function /.
We shall restrict the sequences {p"(z)} to be sequences of polynomials which satisfy a formal generating relation It would be possible to prove a converse of this theorem if we knew that all nontrivial representations of zero arise from zeros of A(w). However, Boas and Buck [1, p. 25 ] have shown that they may also arise from the nonunivalence of g(w), but whether they may also arise in still other ways is unknown. They did show that if Z^h"p"(z) = 0 for a sequence {h"} such that h" = 0(R") for some R < \w0\ where w0 is the point of Si*' nearest the origin, then the h" have the form 6.2 [1, p. 26] . Then, for the special case in which A(w) is entire, and g(w) is entire and is univalent in the whole plane, Qw is the whole plane; so all nontrivial representations of zero arise from the zeros of A(w) in [£)(/)]'. In this case, we give a necessary and sufficient condition for admissibility.
Let {p"(z)} be a sequence of Sheffer polynomials for which A(w) is entire and g(w) is entire and is univalent in the whole plane and let a.ua. 
